Have YOU had a gutful YET?

As YOU are our party- politicians' LAST consideration, 
Return the consideration, and

Vote THEM last!

Most people react very negatively when asked, "What do you think of our Politicians?" - usually qualifying their statement with "They're all as bad as each other, so who do you vote for?" These same people are fed up and angry with our party-politicians as they see them working for overseas interests rather than the people they are supposed to represent - the Australian People. If you agree, then you are not alone.

We have known for some time that the major parties have fixed the electoral system, aided and abetted by a biased media. This is intentional so as to hinder Independents or those who would raise a voice against them. These same party-politicians feel safe in the knowledge that they can obstruct any upsurger with cute labels and innuendo.

As you are aware, the "Preferred Party System" is a very fragile thing – where a few votes in the right place means the making or breaking of a candidate.

This is the ONLY way to remove the party hacks that place party politics before the best interests of the Electorate.

Vote the sitting party-member LAST!

Why? Voting for the opposition or casting an informal vote does nothing. They will continue selling us out, because they know no better or choose to turn a blind eye.

Effect! If 5% of all voters did this, then ALL current politicians would be looking for a new job after the next election. The political parties will be shattered and they will know that if they act without the support of those they represent… they risk being sacked again.

How to! At the next election vote the sitting member last; vote for the other candidates as your conscience dictates. For example, if there were six candidates you would put a six next to the name of the sitting member, and the rest of the candidates you would put one to five next to their names in the order of your preference. This way you are rejecting the sitting member ABSOLUTELY!

Result! The message that you send is clear and unmistakable, you are fed up with their remorseless and callous contempt of the Australian people.

Your vote counts and it is now up to you! Do you want more of the same, or have you ‘had a gutful’?

Vote the sitting party-member LAST!

NOTE: To have your vote counted, you must NUMBER every square on the ballot paper. Do not use ticks or crosses.